Installation instruction for TA60HH Trim Set

Upon the installation of the Mortise lock case from the Door Edge

1. Place the Exterior Trim on the exterior side of the door; engaging the Thumb Piece Arm underneath of the Locking lever of the Mortise lock case.
2. Install the key cylinder in proper depth with cylinder barrel side towards the Thumb Piece of the Trim
3. Fasten the Through Bolting Screw (MH) served with washer from inside of the door.
4. Place the Interior Trim with the engaging of Thumb Piece Arm underneath the Locking Lever on the Mortise Lock case.
5. Install the Thumb Turn Cylinder in proper depth with Thumb Turn side towards the Thumb Piece of the Trim
6. Fine-tune and test both cylinders; fasten with the Cylinder Yoke from the lock front.
7. Fasten Mounting Screw (M1)
8. Place the template or a piece of paper between the lower Small Trim and door face, swinging the Handle to the side gently to avoid scratching the door face until the lower screw hole of the main trim is visible. Fasten the Mounting Screw (M2).
9. Swing the Handle back to original position to line up with the big Trim plate.
10. Remove the paper between the Small Trim and door face; fasten the M3 Screw

*Test the lock before closing the door.*